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ABSTRACT
A speech emotion retrieval system aims to detect a subset of data
with specific expressive content. Preference learning represents an
appealing framework to rank speech samples in terms of continuous
attributes such as arousal and valence. The training of ranking classifiers usually requires pairwise samples where one is preferred over
the other according to a specific criterion. For emotional databases,
these relative labels are not available and are very difficult to collect. As an alternative, they can be derived from existing absolute
emotional labels. For continuous attributes, we can create relative
rankings by forming pairs with high and low values of a specific attribute which are separated by a predefined margin. This approach
raises questions about efficient approaches for building such a training set, which is important to improve the performance of the emotional retrieval system. This paper analyzes practical considerations
in training ranking classifiers including optimum number of pairs
used during training, and the margin used to define the relative labels. We compare the preference learning approach to binary classifier and regression models. The experimental results on a spontaneous emotional database indicate that a rank-based classifier with
fine-tuned parameters outperforms the other two approaches in both
arousal and valence dimensions.
Index Terms: emotion recognition, preference learning, information retrieval, Rank SVM
1. INTRODUCTION
Emotions play a crucial role in social interactions, influencing rational decision making and perception [1]. An important aim in human
computer interaction (HCI) is the design of emotion aware interfaces
that are more attentive and responsive to the user’s needs. While the
community has made important advances in binary and multi-class
speech emotion classification [2], only few studies have explored the
use of preference learning [3, 4]. Preference learning is playing an
important role in retrieving emotional content such as images [5, 6],
videos [7], musics [8, 9], and texts [10, 11]. Emotion retrieval from
speech can facilitate better solutions for call centers [12], and health
care domains [13, 14]. It can also facilitate the collection of natural
emotional speech databases [15]. This paper studies practical considerations in employing preference learning for emotional speech
retrieval, providing comparison to other alternative machine learning solutions.
Preference learning selects between alternative samples the ones
with the highest relevance according to a given criterion. It is usually implemented with pairwise comparisons, which are used to create relative rankings between the samples. Preference learning is an
This work was funded by NSF (IIS-1217104 and IIS-1453781).
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ideal framework for information retrieval, since it provides a ranked
order sequence to select the relevant samples. Few studies have explored this framework for speech emotion recognition. The key limitations is the requirement of relative labels indicating preference between samples. An exhaustive set of labels for N samples requires
N (N 1)/2 pairwise comparisons, which is not practical when N
is large. An appealing approach is to extract these relative labels
from existing emotional annotations. Cao et al. [3] used categorical
labels, creating rank-based classifiers for each emotion (e.g., happy
ranker). The relative rankings were created by pairing samples with
different emotions, where the preferred sample conveys the emotion
of the ranker. Martı́nez et al. [4] derived relative labels from continuous emotional descriptors for valence (negative versus positive)
and arousal (calm versus active). Relative labels were created by selecting pairs of samples in which their scores were separated by a
given margin. Our study explores practical implementations of this
framework, comparing the results with other conventional machine
learning methods.
This paper systematically analyzes different tradeoffs in building the training set for preference learning for valence and arousal.
The study considers different margin values to define the pairs of
samples, and the size of the training set. These parameters are clearly
connected since increasing the margin will inevitably reduce the size
of the training set. The analysis provides an optimal configuration
that enhances the performance of the preference learning system.
This framework is compared with other alternative methods including binary classification and linear regression. All these machine
learning algorithms are implemented under the support vector machine (SVM) framework: rank-SVM, SVM and support vector regression (SVR). Our results indicate that preference learning outperforms SVR and binary SVM by 7% and 4% in detecting low and
high level of arousal and valence, respectively.
2. SEMAINE DATABASE
This study relies on the sustained emotionally coloured machinehuman interaction using nonverbal expression (SEMAINE)
database [16]. The corpus was collected using the sensitive artificial
listener (SAL) framework, where audiovisual data of natural
interactions between a user and an operator are recorded. The
operator portrayed carefully selected personalities to elicit different
emotional reactions in the users. This study only considers the
interactions where the operator was played by another human
(solid SAL). While there are 140 conversation sessions within
this setting, the study only considers 91 sessions recorded by 18
users, since they have emotional evaluations that are available.
The labels include evaluation of time-continuous dimensional
emotions captured by FEELTRACE [17]. The raters annotated
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Fig. 1. Distribution of turn-based labels obtained by averaging the
subjective evaluations across time and raters. The figure shows the
binary classification problem for testing the models.

arousal, valence, expectation and power, among other emotional
descriptors. This study only uses arousal and valence which are the
most prominent emotional attributes. In each session, the number
of evaluations per dimension varies between two and eight. With
the exception of the inter-evaluator agreement analysis in Section
3.1, the annotations are combined by averaging the values across
raters over the duration of the speaking turn. This approach assigns
a turn level value per dimension, describing the perceived emotional
content of the segment. Figure 1 shows the distributions of the
labels for arousal and valence.
3. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The goal of this work is to analyze different tradeoffs in building
the training set for preference learning to retrieve natural emotional
speech. Since the database provides absolute ratings for arousal and
valence, we derive relative labels using the same approach described
in Martı́nez et al. [4]. Let’s assume that the speaking turns s1 and s2
1
2
have arousal scores esarousal
and esarousal
(similar approach is used
for valence). We estimate the absolute value of their difference
1
2
m = |esarousal
esarousal
|, which we refer to as margin. If the
margin m is greater than a given threshold, we consider these speaking turns in the training set as a pair. We consider the speaking turn
with the highest score as the preferred sample. We will train the preference learning classifiers with multiple examples to rank speaking
turns in the test set according to their arousal or valence scores.
A second goal in this paper is to compare preference learning
with other common machine learning frameworks. While the procedure for training is different across classifiers, we define a common
problem to test and compare the models. We define separate binary
problems consisting of detecting sentences with high and low values
of arousal and valence. The binary classes are defined using median
split, keeping balanced classes (see Fig. 1). For preference learning,
we will rank the samples according to their relevance. We will consider a success if the samples ranked at the top of the list belong to
the positive class (i.e., positive valence or high arousal – black area
in Fig. 1), and the samples ranked at the bottom of the list belong to
the negative class (i.e., negative valence or low arousal – gray area
in Fig. 1).
While the binary problems in Figure 1 have clear limitations
(e.g., similar samples close to the boundary belonging to different
classes – see Marioorayd and Busso [18]), it provides the following
advantages for this study: (a) we can measure precision rates when
we retrieve different number of samples, (b) it defines a common
problem where we can directly compare the benefits of increasing
the margin without introducing bias in the evaluation (i.e., testing the
results with samples with different margins across conditions will fa-
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Fig. 2. The relative size of the training set for different thresholds.
vor settings with larger margins as the problems become easier), and
(c) it allows us to directly compare preference learning algorithms
with other common machine learning approaches (see Sec. 5.2).
3.1. Tradeoff Between Margin and Size of the Training Set
It is important to select training pairs with high level of confidence to
ensure the consistency of the models. Human emotional evaluations
are highly noisy since they depend on the perception of emotions,
which varies not only across raters, but also within a rater during
the course of the evaluation [19]. Multiple factors can affect the
reliability of the relative labels defined in this study, including the
intrinsic consensus between evaluators [20], the proximity between
the speaking turns during the subjective evaluations, and the reaction lag of the evaluator while annotating the corpus [21, 22]. While
these factors are important, we simplify the analysis in this study by
considering fixed thresholds for the margins. Increasing the threshold for the margin reduces the uncertainty in the labels. However,
larger thresholds reduce the number of pairs of samples that satisfy
the inclusion criterion, leading to smaller training set. Therefore,
the available training set size and the threshold for the margin are
intrinsically related.
We study the tradeoff between the margin’s threshold, and size
of the training set using the labels of the SEMAINE database. Figure
2 shows the percentage of the data that meets the criterion as function
of the margin’s threshold for three conditions. The blue line, Pairwise (samples), describes the percentage of the samples included in
the training set as the threshold increases (i.e., at least one pair in the
training set includes a given sample). Even with a threshold equals
to 0.5, most of the samples are included in the training set. The
green line, Pairwise (pairs), represents the percentage of the pairs
across all possible pairwise comparisons between the samples satisfying the threshold. The number of possible pairs dramatically drops
as the threshold increases. For comparison, the figure also includes
the red line, Two Classes, showing the number of individual samples
with high or low ratings that are separated by a threshold around the
median. This approach is commonly used in binary classification
problems, where the margin aims to reduce ambiguity in the labels
(i.e., detecting extreme cases). The number of samples available for
training exponentially decreases as the margin increases.
We also analyze the performance of raters to identify the preferred sample using a leave-one-rater-out cross validation frame-
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Fig. 3. The precision of subjective evaluation for pairwise and binary classification in leave-one-out fashion for different thresholds
of margin for (a) arousal and (b) valence.
work. The labels from the pairwise comparisons (ground truth) are
estimated using all the emotional annotations except one. Then, we
evaluate the accuracy of that rater by counting how many of the comparisons are accurately observed in his/her evaluation. We consider a
success if the preferred sample has higher arousal/valence score than
the other sample. We repeat this process for all the raters. Figure 3
shows the agreement between evaluators as function of the threshold (green line – Pairwise). The accuracies of the raters increase as
we increase the margin’s thresholds for activation and valence. The
higher the threshold, the higher the reliability of the relative labels.
For comparison, we repeat the evaluation using binary labels separated by the margin around the median (similar to the analysis in Fig.
2). The binary labels are created with all the evaluations, except one.
For a sample in the lower extreme, we consider a success if the score
for arousal/valence of the rater is below the median. Similarly, for
a sample in the higher extreme, we consider a success if the score
is above the median. The red line (Two Classes) shows the results
as a function of the margin, which are consistent with the trends of
relative labels. For similar thresholds, it is interesting that the relative labels are more reliable than the binary labels. For arousal, the
performance drops for threshold higher that 0.6 since few samples
remain in the set, becoming more vulnerable to outliers and unreliable evaluations. It is also interesting that the agreement is higher for
valence than for arousal (the perceptual evaluation included video in
addition to audio).
The analysis in this section shows that the labels are more reliable as the threshold increases. However, the size of the training
set decreases. Furthermore, classifiers that are trained based on large
margins may not be able to perform well in the testing set for pairs of
samples with minimal differences (assuming mismatched train and
test conditions). Section 5.1 analyzes the tradeoff in terms of classification performance in retrieving emotional speech.
4. PREFERENCE LEARNING (RANK SVM)
This study uses Rank-SVM as our preference learning algorithm.
Rank-SVM is an extension of SVM to rank elements instead of classifying them into categorical classes [23]. The problem consists in
determining the order of pairs of samples according to a given dimension. Rank-SVM can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
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(2)

The samples s1 and s2 with feature vectors xi and xi , respectively, form the pair set i belonging to the training set l. We
assume that s1 is preferred over s2 . ⇣i represents the nonzero slack
variable, and C is the soft margin variable. The weight vector w
is determined by maximizing the margin of the support vectors [24].
For testing the model, the hyperplane defined by ŵ can be used to estimate the ranking between samples s1 and s2 . s1 would be preferred
(1)
(2)
over s2 if hw, (xi
xi )i 0. Otherwise s2 is preferred over s1 .
We use the implementation provided by the SVM-rank toolkit [25].
We train the Rank-SVM with a subset of the pairs from the SEMAINE database that satisfy the margin’s threshold (the threshold
and the size of the training set are parameters analyzed in Sec. 5.1).
All the experiments are evaluated with speaker independent partitions where all the data from one speaker is only used for either
development, training or testing. In particular, the recordings from
eight randomly selected speakers are used as a development set (feature selection and setting the parameters of the SVMs). The recordings from the other ten speakers are divided into two folds for training and testing the models using cross-validation.
This study uses the acoustic features provided for the speaker
state challenge at INTERSPEECH 2013 [26]. This set includes
6308 high level descriptors (HLDs) extracted using the OpenSMILE
toolkit [27]. The set includes prosodic, spectral and voice quality
features. We extract this set for each speaking turn of the users.
Given the high dimensional feature vector, we reduce the number of
features using feature selection. Since applying feature selection that
maximizes the performance of a classifier is computationally expensive for a large feature set, we simplify the approach by using a twolevel feature selection scheme. First, we remove less-informative
features using information gain, reducing the number of features to
500. The information gain is separately implemented for arousal
and valence, using binary labels (i.e., low versus high classes – see
Fig. 1). Then, we select 50 features by maximizing the performance
of the Rank-SVM using floating forward feature selection (FFFS).
FFFS searches for the best features starting with an empty set. It adds
one by one the features that increase the objective function. At each
step, the algorithm evaluates whether removing features increases
the performance, minimizing the risk of potential local optima. For
each method discussed in this paper (Rank-SVM, SVM and SVR),
the objective function for FFFS is defined as the precision rate after
retrieving the top 10% and bottom 10% of the samples. With this
approach, all the classifiers use 50 features.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1. Preference Learning with Rank-SVM
We evaluate the effect of building the training set under different
conditions on the performance of the Rank-SVM. The parameters
are the number of pairs in the training set and the threshold on the
margin to define the sample pairs. These pairs of samples are randomly selected from the training set, which, on average, contains
1343 speaking turns over the two-fold cross validation evaluation.
Motivated by our focus on retrieval, we estimate performance using
precision at k (P@K). This metric is widely used in information retrieval. It measures the precision rate when k samples are retrieved
(e.g., success rate in retrieving the top k samples in the list). We
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ances in the testing set with the highest and lowest ranked samples
(i.e., k/2 from the top and k/2 from the bottom percentile of the
ordered samples). As mentioned in Section 3, we consider a success if samples in the top percentile have scores above the median,
and samples in the bottom percentile have scores below the median
(Fig. 1). When k=100%, the evaluation considers all the samples in
the testing set. Therefore, this precision rate equals the accuracy of
Rank-SVM in determining samples above or below the median (binary classification using all the samples). Notice that P@K does not
reflect the actual ranking within the selected samples from the top or
bottom of the ranked list, but the performance in retrieving samples.
Figure 4 reports P@K results for arousal and valence when the
size of the training set varies between 1000 and 10000 pairs, and
the threshold for the margin varies from 0.1 to 0.5 (i.e., threshold 2
{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}). When the threshold is small, the size of the
training set affects the performance of the system. Increasing the size
beyond approximately five times the size of the number of original
samples does not lead to further improvement. The P@K is more
sensitive to the value of the threshold. Increasing the margin between
pair of samples in the training set improves the performance. From
the results, we set the size of the training set to 5000. We set the
threshold equals to 0.5 for arousal, and 0.4 for valence.

5.2. Comparison with Other Machine Learning Framework
Finally, we compare the performance of preference learning with
two other alternative methods: binary classification and regression.
The methods are implemented under the support vector framework
to reflect the performance of models under similar machine learning
methods. We train separate binary SVMs to recognize low versus
high level of arousal and valence. For training, we use a margin
around the median to define the classes similar to the analysis discussed in Section 3.1. For simplicity, we use a margin equals to 0.5
for arousal, and 0.4 for valence to be consistent with the thresholds
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Table 1.50 Accuracy of60 machine learning
methods
in classifying
the
70
80
90
[%] low or high arousal/valence (P@K with k=100%).
entire dataK into
Dimension
Rank-SVM [%]
SVR [%]
SVM [%]
Arousal
75.1
65.5
68.1
Valence
66.8
62.1
61.7
used to define the training set in Rank-SVM. Therefore, the SVM
classifiers are trained with the samples in the extreme of their distributions. For testing, we sort the speech samples in the testing set
in descending order according to the distance from the hyperplane.
Likewise, we train support vector regressions (SVR) mapping the
acoustic features into a score that estimates the arousal or valence
score associated with the speaking turn. We can achieve an ordinal
regression or ranking of the testing samples by sorting the scores. We
use the implementation of SVM and SVR provided in LIBSVM [28].
The approach for feature selection is consistent with the method used
for Rank-SVM, selecting 50 features across conditions.
Figure 5 compares the performance for SVM, SVR and rankSVM using P@K. For arousal, rank SVM is near 20% better than
the other two alternative models for most of the values of k (i.e.,
percentage of the data retrieved by the system). For valence, rankSVM also offers the best performance. An interesting case is when
k=100%, which is equivalent to the accuracy of these systems in categorizing the entire data into low or high level of arousal or valence
(binary problems). Table 1 lists the performance for this case. While
the performance from SVM and SVR are similar, Rank-SVM provides improvements over 7% for arousal, and over 4% for valence,
demonstrating the benefits of using preference learning.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The study evaluated practical considerations in training preference
learning algorithms. We study the tradeoff between the margin’s
threshold to define the sample pairs for training, and the size of the
training set. The classification results demonstrate the importance of
increasing the separation between the training sample pairs, making
the relative labels more reliable. The performance is less sensitive to
the size of the training set, as long as the number of pairs is higher
than the number of samples in the corpus. We compared the performance of preference learning with the ones achieved with binary
SVM and SVR for the problem of retrieving emotional samples. The
results clearly demonstrate the benefits of using preference learning,
even for binary problems when all the testing samples have to be
categorized into either low or high level of arousal (or valence).
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